
Fort Collins | Colorado 
For the past month we have moved into an apartment in Fort Collins, to attend XTrack - the training all Cru Staff 
attend before serving overseas long-term.  We have eaten elk, experienced many thunderstorms and have slowly 
gotten to know all 78 attendees, plus coaches, here. The adults have about 4 hours of teaching each day as well as 
coaching groups that meet in the afternoons.  

What is extra special is all of the children who are going (or have lived) overseas, including our own, also get to be 
a part of the MK2MK program. This program is full of other missionary “kids” (MKs) who are now in college that 
teach our kids. They share about moving to a new place, gaining a heart for the world and learning to grieve & say 
goodbyes. All 3 of our kids LOVE their teachers and what’s more we live in the same apartment complex as them 
all! It’s touching to see Naomi, Tosh and Rohan rub shoulders with those who have or will have similar experiences 
as they did in East Asia. 
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Tokyo | Japan         Reclaim | Central Asia          Paris | France 
We still have 1 1/2 weeks left of XTrack. Would love prayers for the people attending 
to slowly be prepared in mind, body & soul to go to their location. We are so 
excited to coach 8 that are here…. you can pray for them by name! Going to 
Japan: Rachel, Jane, Jessica, Trevor & Adriana; to Central Asia: Matthew & Beth; 
and to Paris (remotely serving North Africa & the Middle East: Bri! 

 Thank you for continuing on this journey with us, 

Because we work with staff in closed & secure locations, please DO NOT FORWARD OR SHARE this information. Thank you : )

Lightening storm over Fort Collins, Colorado. 

Rohan & Nich tossing water balloons.MK2MK Staff & Students. Tosh cooling off in the heat. Learning to cross cultures.

London | England 
This is Nicole Lewis. Nich and I have seen her at many overseas conferences 
but just from a distance as she emcee’d. She has a fun, outgoing spirit that 
draws you to her - so when we were in Spain this past January, we were 
excited to hear that she is now under our care to coach. 

She served in Florence, Italy, starting in 2002 for TEN years and has currently 
been living in London on the executive team overseeing the campus ministry. 
I, Tricia, had a blast talking with her last week via FaceTime seeing her 
beautiful apartment and hearing about her life’s joys and struggles. One 
overwhelming prayer for Nicole is to unwind this summer while other staff 
on her team are traveling. Please pray for Nicole’s summer to be restful 
and for her to schedule a much needed sabbatical in the near future.Nicole, serving in London.

Nich, Naomi, Rohan, Tosh & Tricia


